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The economy is offering every reason for 
you to sit up and take notice 

 
And it could allow you to buy your favourite stocks again… 

 

Our reading of the macro economic picture out there, well, does not make for a very good reading. Simple facts 

about rise in food prices, housing costs, education, unemployment, government’s fiscal profligacy, rising burden on 

few tax payers, etc make a grim picture. And the possibility of a quick turnaround indeed seems remote.  

Thus, the uncertain economic environment could give rise to volatile patterns. And high inflation could render most 

investments wealth destroying. What's more, the retirement funds that you thought would help you retire in peace, 

could well be in danger of falling short by a significant margin.  

So, we can't just stand and watch and do nothing about this. We will have to take some solid steps to save 

ourselves from this coming train wreck.  

The top priority for us, therefore, is to ensure that the most important and basic needs of our family is taken care of 

in the most secure manner. We have therefore invoked psychologist Abraham Maslow’s theory of hierarchy of 

needs to create a basic asset allocation pyramid that could help investors meet their financial needs comfortably 

even during periods of economic stress. 

But there is more to it. We also believe the upcoming financial upheaval could present an opportunity for you 

to buy some of your favourite stocks at reasonable valuations. And we have listed down few such opportunities 

in the special report – ‘Breakthrough Strategies to prepare for End of India’.  

Having said that, investors need to be extremely watchful of the risks to not just stocks but every other asset class 

that they invest their hard earned money in. One of the most under rated risk according to us is the regulatory risk.  

For companies, regulatory changes could increase the business’ costs or put a limit on the prices they can 

charge. Changes could also govern the amount of investment that a company has to make thereby affecting its 

balance sheets.  

Such has been the case for telecom companies. The telecom sector is one of the most regulated sectors in the 

country. It is one that still continues to follow the license regime. The company has to take a license and the 

spectrum that comes along with it. Spectrum (radio waves) is the raw material for mobile services companies. The 

regulator decides how much of spectrum it wants to offer as well as to what price the auction for the same start at. 

In a way the regulator decides how much the company needs to shell out in order to start and run 

operations. 

http://www.equitymaster.com/qv/download-pdf.asp?story=51&date=11/18/2013
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‘Excessive regulations can 

create bureaucratic hassles 

and impede growth. Thus, 

higher the regulation, 

higher is the risk for any 

business. But when 

regulations take a turn for 

the better, investors get the 

opportunity to buy the best 

stocks at reasonable 

valuations’ 

One may believe that such regulations can act as barriers to entry 

and act as a moat for incumbent players. But that is not always 

the case. The telecom regulator also influences a large part of the 

costs that the companies need to incur. Interestingly, India has 

one of the highest regulatory costs (as a percentage of total 

costs) in the Asian region.  

But regulatory risk is something that is not really new for telecom 

companies. Despite the tight regulatory environment, the telcos 

did flourish till 2008. The telecom companies were quite the 

apple of the investors’ eyes. Operating in one of the fastest 

growing wireless markets in the world, the telecom companies 

were growing their earnings and revenues at a breathtaking pace. 

Most of this growth was attributable to two things. The first 

was of course the low penetration of mobile services in India. The 

second was the regulated environment which acted as an entry 

barrier thereby limiting competition. 

However come 2008 and the same regulated environment 

became the sector’s biggest woes. Licenses and spectrum were 

awarded at the whim of the then telecom minister. With nearly 15 

operators in each circle, Indian telecom sector became one of the intensely competitive ones in the world. 

The ensuing tariff war, hammered even the best of the companies.  

Since then the regulator has literally been sending electric shockwaves into the sector. Post the breakout of the 2G 

scam and the subsequent cancellation of the 2008 licenses; operators were left starving for license and spectrum. 

The government and therefore the regulator viewed the auction as a perfect platform for raising the much 

needed funds for bridging the fiscal deficit. The auction reserve prices were set at ridiculously high levels. To 

participate the companies would have had to stretch their already stretched balance sheets even further. The 

auction was a crucial thing. A lot of things depended on its outcome. It included the one time spectrum fee that the 

regulator wanted from the incumbents for the excess spectrum held by them. The outcome would also decide the 

price at which the existing spectrum of the operators would be refarmed when the existing license period came to 

an end. Fortunately for the sector the auction was a flop show. This has led many, including us to believe 

that maybe, just maybe, the regulatory scenario is taking a turn for the better. 

And in recent times, regulatory scenario does seem to be looking up. The regulator has proposed cutting 

down the reserve prices for the upcoming auctions. It has also proposed a new mergers & acquisition policy that 

would be more conducive to bring about the much needed consolidation in the sector. Hopefully here on the 

companies would benefit again rather than suffer from the regulated sector. Because one thing comes out quite 

clearly from all this. Regulations can both break and make the fortunes of a sector and its constituent 

companies. 

Investors need to analyse the regulatory risks carefully before deciding the stocks to invest in.  
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“The weak die out and the strong will survive, and will live on forever” 

This quote by Anne Frank is best suited for Indian telecom companies. The intense competition that had 

gripped the sector after 2008 has left every operator in tears. Margins came under pressure. Balance sheets 

got stretched. And no one was spared from the pain. While the newer operators bled, the incumbents were not 

left unscathed either. And this pain led investors to shy away from investing in the telecom stocks. As a result 

prices and valuations started to come down. Especially for the incumbent, Bharti Airtel. The company came 

under more fire than its peers due to the expensive acquisition of African operations.   

Nevertheless the regulatory burden eventually worked in favour of Bharti as the weaker and smaller players got 

burnt out. The threat of higher regulatory costs led to most of the new operators  turning cautious in their 

approach. They are no longer using the bait of lower tariffs to lure new subscribers. As a result voice tariffs have 

stabilised and are even showing signs of improving in recent times. And the cherry on the cake is that the 

regulatory scenario has taken a turn for the better. Since Bharti’s licenses are coming up for renewal, it would 

certainly benefit from the lower spectrum auction prices. In addition to this in the event of consolidation, Bharti 

Airtel is best poised to reap benefits of the same.  

Bharti has done quite well on its own performance front as well. True that its margins have come under pressure 

and profit growth took a turn for the worse, but still compared to its peers the company has managed to deliver a 

decent performance. Its operations in Africa have started to turn favorable too. The company’s policy of 

lowering tariffs and costs has led to an increase in volumes combined with improving margins. In fact thanks to 

the increase in subscriber base from Africa, Bharti is currently the 4
th

  largest telecom operator in the world 

(in terms of number of subscribers).  

To add to this is the allure of data. Here too the company has invested heavily in the 3G services in both India as 

well as in Africa. Having made these investments it is favourable positioned to reap the benefits of higher data 

usage as well. This would also help boost average revenue per user in the long-term. 

The thing is that strong players that have the scale, reach and financials always emerge stronger after a 

turmoil ends. While lower pricing does remain an issue for the overall industry, it is just one element. Companies 

that have good network reach and quality, balance sheet strength, as well as retail distribution reach, would drive 

the growth in the long-term. In a nutshell, strong players will emerge stronger after they cross short-term hurdles. 

We see Bharti being one of them. Its good execution track-record and a visionary management can help Bharti 

deliver superior returns as compared to the overall sector. Add to this the opportunity that the African operations 

present. Thus, the company is truly a global player available at attractive valuations.  

Warren Buffett had once said, “The most common cause of low prices is pessimism – sometimes pervasive, 

sometimes specific to a company or industry. We want to do business in such an environment, not because we 

like pessimism but because we like the prices it produces. It’s optimism that is the enemy of the rational buyer.” 

For rational investors (with higher risk appetites), the correction in Bharti’s valuations presents a mouth 

watering investment opportunity.  

We therefore suggest investors to Buy the stock at current valuations. However given the risky nature of the 

sector in which it operates we would suggest that investors restrict their holdings in such a way that it does not 

form more than 3 to 4% of your total stock portfolio. 
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Why Bharti’s fundamentals can get even better… 

 Realizations have been improving for the sector as a whole and Bharti in particular 

The year 2008 could easily be termed as the year where the fortunes for the telecom sector turned around. 

The sector saw a large number of new entrants flood the markets as licenses and spectrum were handed out 

by the then telecom minister at attractive rates. With each operator looking to garner market share as fast as 

possible, tariff wars became common. The result was a sharp decline in the realized rate per minute (RPM). 

But 5 years hence things seem to be changing again. Most of the new operators have been unable to cover 

their cost of operations. With the Supreme Court cancelling all the licenses that were issued in 2008, some of 

the operators packed up their bags and left. The ones that were left behind and did participate in the 

subsequent expensive spectrum auctions; were in no position to wage another tariff war. As a result, the rate 

of decline in RPM started to come down. And in very recent times, companies have been reporting an uptick 

in realizations. And Bharti has benefitted from this as well. The company reported an improvement of 2.9% 

YoY and 3.5% in RPM during June and September quarters of FY14 respectively.  

This improvement was brought about by cutting down of discounted and free minutes that were being offered 

to existing as well as new subscribers. The management has stated that there is a scope to cut this down 

further. This would help support the increase in realizations going forward as well. And this would bode well 

for the company.  

 

 Data expected to drive future growth 
 

As per Nokia Siemens’ Mobile Broadband Traffic Index, mobile data has nearly doubled in 2013 on a year-on-

year basis. Most of this growth was driven by the boom in 3G data. As smart phones are being introduced at 

lower price points, this boom is expected to continue for some time in the future 

 

In 2010, Bharti won the 3G license for 13 circles of the country. The company has already launched 3G in the 

circles for which it has a license. The 3G subscriber base has more than doubled since June 2012 till 

September 2013.  As the 3G subscriber base grows, the company is expected to see a positive impact on 

ARPUs (Average revenue per user). This would fuel the next period of growth for the company.  

 

The best part for Bharti is that it would enjoy the 3G growth dividend not just in India but also in its 

international operations. Especially in Africa. The company has identified 3G data and m-Commerce (Airtel 

Money) as the next growth engines for itself in Africa. It is already offering 3G services in 14 countries and 

Airtel Money across all 17 countries in Africa. 

 

Though 3G forms a small portion of the company’s revenues, however this is expected to change in the 

future. However, it is important to remember that the benefits of 3G would take time to accrue for the 

company. In the short-term, there would be additional costs related to it, which would offset the benefit in 

ARPU. However, in the long-term, due to the rationalization of the cost structure, 3G would have benign 

impact on the margins.    
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 The big rural opportunity 
 

One of the reasons for the stellar growth that we had seen in 

the telecom markets in the previous decade was the low 

penetration of mobile services in India. India's tele-density 

has improved from under 4% in March 2001 to around 70.6% 

by the end of September 2013. This suggests that there is 

still quite a lot of opportunity in terms of penetration rates. 

However breaking it down into urban and rural, the picture is 

quite different. The urban tele-density stands at 137.9% at 

the end of September 2013; while the figure on the rural side 

is just 40.96%. This clearly indicates that the next leg of 

penetration growth would come from the rural side.   

 

 
And we expect Bharti to benefit from its focus on rural 

subscribers particularly in areas where it is the market 

leader. Off late, rural subscribers have been forming a 

larger part of the total subscriber base of the company. In 

addition to this, the company still is the market leader in the 

rural markets  and has the largest market share of rural 

subscribers. 

 

 

 

 

 Opportunities extend beyond India’s boundaries 
 

Bharti has acquired the African operations of Kuwait based Zain. With this and the subsequent acquisition of 

Telecom Seychelles, Bharti has expanded its footprint to 17 countries in Africa including the fastest growing 

market of Nigeria. Africa is a largely under penetrated continent with a huge youth population. However, the 

minutes of usage have been low due to high tariffs seen in the region. Bharti has been cutting tariffs where 

possible to boost traffic on its network. Its efforts in the continent have started yielding returns. The company’s 

subscriber base has been expanding. At the same time stricter control on costs have helped margins increase 

as well. The global presence has helped elevate the company to the position of the fourth largest operators in 

the world (in terms of number of subscribers). In the long term, this acquisition will help it establish its position 

as one of the leading global telecom operators. 

 

  

Source: Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) 
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Key challenges for Bharti 

 Realization improvement not brought about by hike in tariffs   

As mentioned earlier the recent improvement seen in 

realized rates has been attributable to cutting costs by the 

operators. The companies are yet to raise the headline 

tariffs. This  is perhaps the reason why the improvement in 

realisations has not led to a decline in usage. However the 

question remains as to how long can operators continue to 

cut down on the freebies. For realizations to continue on 

an uptrend, companies will have to eventually resort to a 

tariff hike and this is where the problem comes in. Indians 

are considered to be very sensitive to pricing. To 

understand if price sensitivity holds true in the telecom 

sector or not, it is necessary to go back in history. The 

following chart shows the trend in the minutes of usage per subscriber per month (MOU) and the RPM over 

time. 

If the mobile users were price sensitive, then MOUs or usage should go up when rates come down and vice 

versa. For some time this did happen. But the trend changed somewhere in 2009. Though rates continued to 

fall, MOUs did not increase in the same proportion. Rather there was a decline in MOUs as well.  Actually the 

explanation for this decline is not really related to price elasticity. The decline was due to increase in rural 

tele-density. As tariffs decline, telecom services became more affordable for the rural subscribers. As the 

proportion of rural subscribers increased, it led to a drop in MOUs as rural subscribers take time to catch on to 

the idea of using mobile phones. But off late the sensitivity to price has started to show again. This is visible in 

the highlighted part of the graph. This indicates that there is a chance that if prices are increased too rapidly 

or by too much then it would lead to a drop in MOU or usage. If this were to happen then the impact of tariff 

hikes would be negated leading to flat or declining margins. 

 Regulator can still play spoil sport 

The telecom regulator and the government have been regulating the costs for players through spectrum 

charges, spectrum fees, license fees, access charges, etc. The regulatory scenario lends a considerable 

degree of uncertainty.  

In recent times the regulatory stance has taken a turn for the better. The EGoM has approved the proposal to 

cut down the reserve price for spectrum auctions. The regulator has also proposed a uniform spectrum usage 

charge as well. If these proposals are accepted, there would be some relief to the company in the form of 

lower outflow to renew its licenses as well as reduce costs.  

At the same time there is still a lack of clarity on issues like one time spectrum fee, spectrum refarming 

charges, etc. These are likely to lead to high onetime cash outflow for Bharti. Though we doubt that it would 

take on additional debt to fund these charges, however it would still affect the cash flows of the company in 

the short term. To add to this one cannot rule out the possibility that the regulatory stance can change at any 

point of time in the future. If this were to happen, there would be an adverse impact on the company’s 

operations and financials. 

 Competition could still spoil the show 

With the cancellation of the 2G licenses and expected high regulatory costs in the sector, companies have 

pulled the brakes when it comes to tariff cuts. However, competition still continues to be high. As a result 

Source: TRAI performance indicator reports 
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operators have been reluctant in increasing tariffs. At the same time there is a threat that if the government 

gets benign and reduces the cost of new spectrum, there will be a whole set of new entrants. This could lead 

to another round of competition. The regulator, TRAI had proposed to slash down the reserve price 

significantly. However the Telecom Commission has proposed to raise the prices by about 15% over what 

TRAI had recommended. Post approval by EGoM, the spectrum reserve price is still lower than what it was in 

the previous auction albeit not dramatically lower.  

At the same time the threat from existing operators cannot be ruled out. There are companies with deep 

pockets like the Reliance Industries (RIL) that have indicated their plans to enter the telecom sector. It had 

acquired Infotel Broadband in 2010. The latter has a pan India broadband license. If the company decides to 

participate in the 2G auction as well, then the high competition scenario could continue for quite some time.  

In recent times, operators have sought to cut tariffs on their 2G as well as 3G data plans. This could be the 

sign of yet another round of competitive pricing for the sector. The operators including Bharti have stated that 

they don’t see this tariff cut as the start of another price war. In addition to this, data still not form a major part 

of revenues for the telcos. Therefore the rate cuts would not have a significant impact as of now. On the 

contrary in the short to medium term, these rate cuts are expected to give a substantial boost to the data 

volumes. 

 

More about India’s largest telecom operator 

Bharti Airtel is the largest mobile telephony operator in India (in terms of subscribers) with about 22.2% share of 

the overall Indian wireless market and having a subscriber base of over 193.4 m (as at the end of September 

2013). The company, apart from being the largest player in the mobile segment with subscribers in all the 22-

telecom circles of the country, also provides varied services like fixed line, broadband and retail Internet access.  

The company has also expanded its footprint beyond the boundaries of India. In 2010, it acquired the African 

operations of Kuwait based Zain. With this acquisition and the subsequent acquisition of Telecom Seychelles, the 

company now has presence in nearly 17 countries of the African continent. It has operations in Sri Lanka as well 

as Bangladesh. 

A Management That is Good At Execution 

The Indian corporate sector has been ladled with scandals in the past.  And in recent times, most of the new 

scandals are revolving around the telecom sector. The infamous 2G scam has put the clouds of doubt even over 

the best management names in the industry. But Bharti’s management has remained relatively unscathed even 

during such times. In recent times the company and its promoters have been dragged into regulatory embroils, 

and these matters are still subjudice. While we cannot give the management a very high score on transparency, 

its excellent execution skills combined with visionary approach would continue to steer Bharti on the path of 

growth. 

 

Key Management Personnel 

Mr Sunil Bharti Mittal, Chairman & Managing Director, is an alumnus of Harvard Business School, US and 

also holds the degree of Doctor of Science by the G B Pant University of Agriculture & Technology. He is also an 

Honorary Fellow of The Institution of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineers. Mr Mittal is also on the board 

of the International Telecommunication Union, the leading United Nations Agency for Information and 

Communication Technology. He has been the co-chairman of the World Economic Forum in 2007 in Davos and is 

a member of its International Business Council. 
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Mr Manoj Kohli, CEO (International) & Managing Director, heads the international businesses group at Bharti. 

Mr Kohli holds degrees in Commerce and Law and an MBA from Delhi University. He has also attended the 

“Executive Business Program” at the Michigan Business School and the “Advanced Management Program” at the 

Wharton Business School. 

Mr Gopal Vittal, CEO (India) and Joint Managing Director, heads the businesses unit in India at Bharti. He has 

over 16 years of experience in sales and marketing. Mr Vittal is an alumnus of Madras Christian College and has 

an MBA from Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta. 

 

 

Risk Analysis                                                                             Note: See the ‘ERM’ table on the page 11 

In order to further improve our risk analysis of companies we have come out with a revised Equitymaster Risk 

Matrix (ERM
TM

). The ERM
TM

 is broken down in to 4 sub heads namely industry risk, performance risk, 

management risk and balance sheet risk. (For details please refer to the ERM™ at the end of the report). 

 

 Regulatory Risk 
 

Some businesses are subject to regulations by external government agencies. These companies are subject 
to regulatory risk since they do not have the liberty to operate in a free environment. Excessive regulations 
can create bureaucratic hassles and impede growth. Thus, higher the regulation, higher is the risk for any 
business. The telecom sector is one of the most regulated sectors in the country. As a result, we have 
assigned a high risk rating of 2 to the stock. 

 

 Cyclicality Risk 
 

An industry cycle is characterized by an upturn as well as downturn. Businesses whose fortunes typically 
swing with industry cycles are known as cyclical businesses. Cyclical businesses do well during an industry 
upturn and vice versa. On the other hand, there are some businesses models that are not very cyclical. These 
businesses are more immune to changes in economy, interest rates and the like and have less risk. In short, 
if the business is cyclical, higher is the risk. Telecom companies face some level of seasonality but their 
revenues are relatively unaffected by economic growth cycles. Thus, we assign a medium risk score of 5 to 
the company on this parameter. 

 

 Competition Risk 
 

Every industry is characterized by competition. However, some industries where entry and exit barriers are 
typically low have higher competition risk. Low barriers means more players can enter into the industry there 
by intensifying competition. Though the telecom industry has high barriers in the form of high capital 
investments, regulatory approvals, etc; but even then the competition is high. Therefore, we assign a rating of 
2 to the company on this parameter.  

 

 Sales Growth 
 

Over the eight year period (actual history of past 5 years and explicit forecast for the next 3 years), the growth 
is estimated at a CAGR of 18.5%. We assign a risk rating of 6 to the stock on this parameter. 
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 Net Profit Growth 
 

Bharti’s profits have come under pressure due to intense competition in the domestic markets as well as 
rising operating and interest costs. In addition to this the African business too has weighed down on the 
performance. Therefore, over the eight year period (actual history of past 5 years and explicit forecast for the 
next 3 years), we expect net profit CAGR of just 2.1%. We assign a risk rating of 1 to the stock on this 
parameter. 

 

 Operating Margins 
 

Operating margin is a measurement of what proportion of a company's revenue is left over after paying for 
variable costs of production such as raw materials, wages, and sales and marketing costs. A healthy 
operating margin is required for a company to be able to pay for its fixed costs, such as interest on debt. The 
higher the margin, the better it is for the company as it indicates its operating efficiency. The average 
operating margins over the 8 year period (actual history of past 5 years and explicit forecast for the next 3 
years) stands at 33.8%. We therefore assign a score of 8 on this parameter. 
 

 Net Margins 
 

Net margin is a measurement of what proportion of a company's revenue is left over after paying for all the 
variable and fixed costs inclusive of interest and depreciation charges. Net margin is the final measure of 
profitability. It reflects the total profits the company takes home. Higher the margin, better it is for the company 
as it indicates better pricing power and effective cost management. The average net margins over the 8 year 
period (actual history of past 5 years and explicit forecast for the next 3 years) stand at 10% for Bharti. We 
thus assign a score of 3 on this parameter. 

 

 Return On Net Worth (RoNW)  
 

RoNW is an important tool to assess a company's potential to be a quality investment by determining how 
well the management is able to allocate capital into its operations for future growth. A RoNW of above 15% is 
considered decent for companies that are in an expansionary phase. The average RoNW over the 8 year 
period (actual history of past 5 years and explicit forecast for the next 3 years) stands at 17.4% for Bharti. 
Thus, we assign a score of 6 to the stock on this parameter. 

 

 Earnings Quality 
 

This measure helps us assess the quality of earnings reported by the company. For instance, some 
companies may follow aggressive accounting practices and recognize revenues earlier than warranted. 
Earlier recognition of revenues boosts profits. However, at the same time they do not generate sufficient 
operating cash flow (OCF). This signifies debtors are not liquidated on time as sales were booked in advance. 
Such companies face working capital issues and their quality of earnings is poor. We assess earnings quality 
by dividing operating cash flow to net profits. Higher the ratio better is the quality of earnings. The average 
OCF/net profit ratio over the 8 year period (actual history of past 5 years and explicit forecast for the next 3 
years) stands at 4.39 x. Hence, we assign a high score of 9 on this parameter. 

 

 Transparency 
 

Transparency is the key to any business. Transparency can be gauged by assessing the past dealings of the 
company with various stakeholders, the way it displays its financial information and the frequency of 
management's desire to communicate with external shareholders whenever some unfortunate incident 
happens. The easiest way to gauge the same is checking the level of disclosures in the company's quarterly 
financial updates and annual reports. Transparent managements would get a higher rating. Bharti has a 
reputation of being transparent in most of its past dealings and developments. However in recent times, the 
company’s promoters have been dragged into regulatory embroils. Though the outcomes of these are 
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subjudice, we would prefer to be cautious and therefore assign a score of 6 to the company on this 
parameter. 

 

 Capital allocation 
 

Apart from honesty, capital allocation skills are equally important in assessing management quality. By capital 
allocation we mean how the management chooses to deploy capital in the business. There are many 
instances where growth is given priority over returns on the investment. This results in a company with larger 
size but with poor returns. Management's are enticed to increase the size since their compensation is tied to 
the size of organization they manage. Also, they sometimes destroy shareholder wealth by making expensive 
acquisitions or by diversifying into unrelated areas. Hence, capital allocation skills assume great importance in 
gauging management quality. Capital allocation skills are good when return ratios depict resilience. In short, 
more stable/higher the return ratios better the capital allocation skills. Till 2011, Bharti’s return on invested 
capital had averaged at around 32% (FY06 to FY11). However, post the acquisition of Zain’s African 
operations, the returns have come down to below 15%. Though the company is optimistic about its future in 
Africa, but the additional debt taken on to fund this expensive acquisition does not lend credibility to the 
management’s capital allocation skills.  Considering this, we assign the score of 4 to the company on this 
parameter. 

 

 Promoter Pledging   
 

Promoters typically pledge their shares to take a loan which is generally infused in the company. This 
exercise is generally resorted to when all other sources of external liquidity dry out. The risk with this strategy 
arises when share price falls. This triggers margin calls. If management is unable to provide some sort of a 
collateral to the lending party from whom the money is borrowed that party may sell the shares to recover its 
money. This accentuates the share price fall. Hence, higher the promoter pledging higher is the risk. Since 
there is no promoter pledging, we assign the highest score of 10 to Bharti. 

 

 Debt To Equity Ratio 
 
A highly leveraged business is the first to get hit during times of economic downturn, as companies have to 
consistently pay interest costs, despite lower profitability. We believe that a debt to equity ratio of greater than 
1 is a high-risk proposition. Bharti’s Debt/Equity ratio has increased from 0.24 in FY10 to about 1.3 in FY13. 
Since the impact of the African acquisition is visible only from FY11 onwards, therefore it would be best to 
take into account only that period for our analysis. The average D/E ratio over the 6 year period (actual history 
of past 3 years and explicit forecast for the next 3 years) stands high at 1.1.  As such, we assign a score of 5 
to the company. 

 

 Interest Coverage Ratio 
 
Interest Coverage Ratio is used to determine how comfortably a company is placed in terms of payment of 
interest on outstanding debt. It is calculated by dividing a company's earnings before interest and taxes 
(EBIT) by its interest expense for a given period. The lower the ratio, the greater are the risks. Post the 
acquisition of the African operations, Bharti’s average interest coverage ratio over the 6 year period (actual 
history of past 3 years and explicit forecast for the next 3 years) stands at 3.1. Thus, we assign a score of 3 
on this parameter. 
 
It may be noted that leverage, return generating capability, earnings quality and management risk get the 
highest weight in our matrix. Hence, scores assigned to these factors influence the overall score. 

 

Considering the above analysis, the total ranking assigned to the company is 70. On a weighted basis, it 

stands at 5.5. This makes the stock a high-risk investment from a long-term perspective.  
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ERMTM 

Company Specific Parameters 
 
 

Points 

Riskiness (A) 
Weightage (B) 

Weighted 
(A*B)   High  -   Medium   -  Low 

Industry risk  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10   

Regulatory risk $ 2           5.0% 0.1 

Cyclicality risk $ 5           5.0% 0.3 

Competition risk $ 2           5.0% 0.1 

Performance risk 

Sales growth  6           5.0% 0.3 

Net profit growth 1           5.0% 0.1 

Operating margins  8           5.0% 0.4 

Net margins  3           5.0% 0.2 

RoIC / RoNW  6           10.0% 0.6 

Earnings Quality (OCF/PAT) 9           10.0% 0.9 

Management risk 

Transparency $ 6           10.0% 0.6 

Capital allocation $ 4           10.0% 0.4 

Promoter pledging $ 10           10.0% 1.0 

Balance Sheet risk 

Debt to equity ratio  5           10.0% 0.5 

Interest coverage ratio 3           5.0% 0.2 

Final Rating# 70   5.5 

 

 

 

  

*Excluding extraordinary gains 
For qualitative factors, denoted by $ sign, lower the risk, higher the rating 
For any risk parameter if the score is below or equal to 4 it indicates high risk. The risk score of these parameters is highlighted in red 
color. For risk parameters where the score is above 4 riskiness is low. The risk score of such parameters is highlighted in grey. 
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Buy the stock of 
Bharti Airtel at the 
current price of Rs 
327 or lower 

 

Market Data 

Current price Rs 327 (BSE) 

Market cap  Rs   1307,949 m 

NSE symbol BHARTIARTL 

BSE code 532454 

No of shares 3,997.4 m 

Free float 34.8% 

Face value  5.0 

FY13 DPS  1.0 

Dividend Yld (FY13 at 
current prices) 

0.3% 

52 week H/L     Rs 374/267 

For Latest Update On This 
Recommendation, Click Here… 

Rs 100 Invested Is Now Worth  

 

Stock Price Performance 
(as on 29th Nov 2013) 

 Bharti Index* 

Over 1-Yr -0.9% 8.5% 

Over 3-Yrs -1.1% 2.3% 

Over 5-Yrs -0.5% 18.0% 

Returns over 1 year are compounded annual averages 
(CAGR) 
* BSE Sensex 
 
 

Shareholding (Sep-13) 

Category (%) 

Promoters 65.2 

Banks, MFs & FIs 8.8 

FIIs 16.0 

Public 1.2 

Others 8.8 

Total 100.0 

 

Why Is the Stock Worthy of Investment 

 Bharti Airtel is the largest mobile telephony operator in India. It also 

enjoys the position of being the 4th 

largest mobile operator in the world. 

(Both the ranks are in terms of 

subscribers).   

 

The company has also expanded its footprint beyond the boundaries 

of India. In 2010, it acquired the African operations of Kuwait based 

Zain. With this acquisition and the subsequent acquisition of 

Telecom Seychelles, the company now has presence in nearly 17 

countries of the African continent. It has operations in Sri Lanka as 

well as Bangladesh.  

 

The company’s stellar growth had taken a U-turn in 2011 when 

earnings growth started to decline. This was due to the combined 

impact of the intense competition in domestic markets and the 

expensive African acquisition. The latter weighed down on the 

company’s balance sheet as well. The regulatory related costs and 

investments led to the company stretching its balance sheet even 

further.  

 

 However things are brightening up for the company. It sold a 5% 

stake to Qatar foundation, the proceeds of which were utilized to pay 

down some part of the debt. In addition to this, things seem to be 

shaping up for the better back home as well. The recent 

announcements by the telecom regulator seem to suggest that 

things are likely to improve. Competition too seems to be 

rationalizing as operators are no longer waging tariff wars. In fact in 

recent times operators including Bharti have seen an improvement in 

realizations. To add to this is the growth expected on the data front. 

Though there is a considerable amount of regulatory risk related to 

the company, all in all, the future does look much brighter for the 

country’s incumbent mobile operator.  

 

At the current price of Rs 327, the stock of Bharti Airtel is trading at a 

multiple of 65.6 times its trailing 12 month earnings and at 17.3 times 

our estimated FY16 earnings. In the light of healthy returns expected 

from the African operations in the long term combined with the 

benefits of 3G services in both domestic as well as the international 

markets, we expect the stock to deliver healthy returns over the next 

3-4 years. We therefore recommend investors to Buy the stock with 

a target price of Rs 530 from 3 to 4 year perspective. This 

translates to a CAGR return of around 24%. A gentle reminder that 

investors should always ensure that no single stock comprises more 

than 3-4% of their overall portfolio. 

  

50

88

126

164

202

240

Nov-08 Feb-10 May-11 Aug-12 Nov-13

Bharti Airtel: Rs 98
Sensex: Rs 229

http://www.equitymaster.com/result.asp?symbol=BTVL
http://www.equitymaster.com/include/pdf-interim.asp?symbol=BTVL
http://www.equitymaster.com/include/pdf-interim.asp?symbol=BTVL
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Please note that given the high risk associated with the stock and the company’s relatively low score on the 
ERM™, the stock cannot feature in the lost of our Top 5 stocks to buy.   

 
Get The Latest Update On This Recommendation. Click Here… 

 
 

Financials At A Glance 

 
 

 

 

Valuations 

(Rs m) FY13 FY14E FY15E FY16E 

Net sales  803,590   835,684   991,335   1,039,234  

Profit after tax  22,757   35,164   65,250   75,807  

Diluted earnings per share (Rs)   5.7   8.8   16.3   19.0  

Price to earnings (x)  57.5  37.2 20.0 17.3 

Price to sales (x)  1.6   1.6  1.3  1.3  

  

(Rs m) FY13 FY14E FY15E FY16E 

Sales  803,590   835,684   991,335   1,039,234  

Sales growth (%) 12.4% 4.0% 18.6% 4.8% 

Operating profit  249,094   258,233   301,389   317,193  

Operating profit margin (%) 31.0% 30.9% 30.4% 30.5% 

Net profit  22,757   35,164   65,250   75,807  

Net profit margin (%) 2.8% 4.2% 6.6% 7.3% 

     

Balance Sheet     

Current assets  202,904   229,068   282,174   279,424  

Fixed assets  955,640   927,772   980,653   1,030,342  

Goodwill  413,598   413,598   413,598   413,598  

Investments  17,241   17,241   17,241   17,241  

Other assets  83,849   83,849   83,849   83,849  

Total Assets  1,673,232   1,671,527   1,777,514   1,824,455  

     

Current liabilities  336,298   354,105   409,518   425,327  

Net worth  544,103   642,551   703,125   774,256  

Loan funds  729,608   611,648   601,648   561,648  

Other liabilities  63,223   63,223   63,223   63,223  

Total liabilities  1,673,232   1,671,527   1,777,514   1,824,455  

http://www.equitymaster.com/include/pdf-interim.asp?symbol=BTVL
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Performance Review  
 

Arriving at a view on stocks involves three aspects. The first and foremost is estimating the future growth and 

earning potential of the company. The second is valuing the company as a multiple of its earnings, book value, 

cash flow, operating profits or capacity. The third is rating the company on the ERM
TM

, which takes care of our 

opinion on the sector and regulatory risks as well as management quality.  

 

While the month of November observed the highs and lows of the markets, most of the stocks covered under 

StockSelect remained subdued. Bluechip stocks across sectors continue to bear the brunt of lower GDP growth, 

lower pricing power, higher funding costs and limited visibility in terms of incremental investments. That said 

earnings reports of stocks from the pharma sector defied the trend and sprinted ahead of expectations.  

 

Generally product mix influences the revenues and margins of companies. This holds true with the stocks from 

pharma sector as well. And the product portfolio here plays an important role in driving the sales growth and 

margins. Several large pharma companies reported much better than expected numbers over the past few 

quarters and we have reason to believe that they will be able to sustain better growth in the future as well. In case 

of  Biocon, the contract manufacturing segment, which has better gross margins, is expected to witness higher 

growth.  As far as Dr Reddy’s is concerned, it has received approvals for various niche drugs. By nature these 

drugs have higher entry barriers and offer better margins.  With respect to Sun Pharma, the company continues to 

ramp up market share in some in its niche drugs. As a result we have revised our earnings estimates upwards for 

these stocks.  

 

In addition, Pfizer India has recently announced the amalgamation of Wyeth’s Indian arm with itself. While we are 

yet to get the details of the amalgamation and will update our target price for Pfizer once we do, prima facie the 

merger seems to be a positive move and hence we have recommended investors who have the stock in their 

portfolio to hold on to it.  

 

Since our HOLD recommendation on Crompton Greaves in February 2013, the stock has appreciated by 29% 

and is nearing our target price. Culmination of the restructuring exercise in Belgium and cost rationalization efforts 

has started bearing fruits which is evident in the improved financial performance. This has led to an appreciation 

in stock price over the last six months or so. However, from current levels we do not see further upside as 

valuations have turned expensive. Also, challenges in the overseas markets continue to persist especially in the 

power systems segment. Further, despite the order book being at an all time high levels execution issues 

continue to prevail. As a result, we recommend investors to SELL the stock at current levels and book their 

profits.  

 

Also, we revise our view on Voltas downwards from BUY to HOLD given the sharp run up in the price recently. 

The stock has delivered 32.5% returns since we recommended Buy on June 28, 2013 with a revised target price 

of Rs 120. Voltas has recently bagged three overseas orders worth Rs 10 bn. While we are yet to fully incorporate 

the impact of this inflow into our estimates; it may lead to upward revision in our target price. Therefore, currently 

the target price for Voltas remains under review. Nevertheless,  Voltas is a fundamentally sound stock with quality 

management, better execution expertise and a stronger balance sheet as compared to its industry peers. 

Therefore, despite a run up in the share price; we recommend investors to HOLD on to the stock.  

 

In the case of PSU banks too, given the concern over the persistent asset quality pressures we continue to 

maintain our HOLD recommendation on most of the PSU banks’ stocks despite the price run-up. While their 

valuations do leave enough room for upside, we believe that the asset quality positions of most of these banks 

are yet to see the worse and hence believe that investors should keep their exposure to these stocks limited.     

 

http://www.equitymaster.com/result.asp?symbol=BICN&name=BIOCON-LTD-Stock-Quote-Chart&utm_source=top-menu&utm_medium=website&utm_campaign=performance&utm_content=get-quote
http://www.equitymaster.com/result.asp?symbol=REDY&name=DR-REDDYS-LAB-Stock-Quote-Chart&utm_source=top-menu&utm_medium=website&utm_campaign=performance&utm_content=get-quote
http://www.equitymaster.com/result.asp?symbol=SUNP&name=SUN-PHARMA-Stock-Quote-Chart&utm_source=top-menu&utm_medium=website&utm_campaign=performance&utm_content=get-quote
http://www.equitymaster.com/result.asp?symbol=PFIZ&name=PFIZER-Stock-Quote-Chart&utm_source=top-menu&utm_medium=website&utm_campaign=performance&utm_content=get-quote
http://www.equitymaster.com/result.asp?symbol=CRGR&name=CROMPTON-GREAVES-Stock-Quote-Chart
http://www.equitymaster.com/result.asp?symbol=VOLT&name=VOLTAS-Stock-Quote-Chart&utm_source=top-menu&utm_medium=website&utm_campaign=performance&utm_content=get-quote
http://www.equitymaster.com/stockquotes/sector.asp?sector=0%2CBANKPSU&utm_source=top-menu&utm_medium=website&utm_campaign=performance&utm_content=key-sector
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We have a buy view on Coal India Ltd and Power Grid Corporation. With both the PSU companies slated to have 

a follow on offering with a month’s time we believe that it would be an ideal opportunity for investors to buy the 

stocks from a long term perspective.  

 

We are constantly on the lookout for profitable opportunities. However, we advise investors to exercise caution 

with regard to valuations and asset allocation at their end as well, especially as India is not out of the woods yet 

on the macroeconomic front.  

 

Below is the table of all our StockSelect recommendations that are in Open position as 29th November 2013.  

 
Stock Select recommendation review - November 2013  

Company Reco. Date View 
Price on 

the Reco 
date (Rs) 

Target 
Price 
(Rs) 

Current 
Price 
(Rs)* 

Change 
(%)** 

Current 
View 

 
Returns 

(%) ## 

Infosys  1-Apr-11 Buy  3,218   4,498   3,319  3% Hold 36% 

Corporation Bank 12-Aug-11 Buy  457   673   271  -41% Hold 148% 

SAIL*** 19-Aug-11 Buy  105   87   66  -37% Hold 32% 

Union Bank of India 4-Nov-11 Buy  227   283   117  -48% Hold 141% 

Hindalco 6-Jan-12 Buy  119   168   118  0% Hold 42% 

NTPC 3-Feb-12 Buy  176   182   149  -15% Hold 22% 

Pfizer India*** 10-Feb-12 Buy  1,179  
Under 

Review 
 1,609  37% Hold NA 

Voltas*** 17-Feb-12 Buy  108  
 Under 
Review 

 95  -12% Hold NA 

Tata Steel^ 2-Mar-12 Buy  466   434   392  -16% Hold 11% 

Axis Bank 20-Apr-12 Buy  1,179   1,676   1,115  -5% Buy 50% 

National Aluminium^ 18-May-12 Buy  60   43   37  -38% Hold 15% 

IDFC Ltd  1-Jun-12 Buy  120   235   102  -15% Buy 131% 

Tata Power  29-Jun-12 Hold  99   110   78  -22% Hold 42% 

Tata Chemicals 27-Jul-12 Buy  305   470   279  -9% Buy 69% 

BPCL 3-Aug-12 Hold  353   476   326  -8% Hold 46% 

Power Finance Corp. 31-Aug-12 Buy  158   270   152  -4% Buy 78% 

Grasim Industries 7-Sep-12 Hold  2,971   3,532   2,537  -15% Hold 39% 

Ashok Leyland 21-Sep-12 Buy  24   35   15  -36% Buy 127% 

BHEL 28-Sep-12 Buy  247   249   148  -40% Hold 68% 

ICICI Bank Ltd. 12-Oct-12 Hold  1,045   1,363   1,045  0% Hold 30% 

Cipla 25-Oct-12 Hold  362   510   386  7% Hold 32% 

Mahindra & Mahindra 15-Nov-12 Buy  901   1,499   943  5% Buy 59% 

SBI 21-Dec-12 Hold  2,334   2,492   1,786  -23% Buy 40% 

Petronet LNG  15-Feb-13 Buy  149   239   122  -18% Buy 96% 

PNB 1-Mar-13 Hold  789   1,095   526  -33% Hold 108% 

Coal India *** # 15-Mar-13 Buy  320   395   263  -18% Buy 50% 

Glenmark Pharma 18-Apr-13 Hold  487   690   504  3% Hold 37% 

Kotak Mahindra Bank 10-May-13 Hold  731   960   744  2% Hold 29% 

GE Shipping 23-May-13 Hold  242   350   284  17% Hold 23% 

http://www.equitymaster.com/result.asp?symbol=COIND&name=COAL-INDIA-Stock-Quote-Chart&utm_source=top-menu&utm_medium=website&utm_campaign=performance&utm_content=get-quote
http://www.equitymaster.com/result.asp?symbol=PGRID&name=POWER-GRID-Stock-Quote-Chart&utm_source=top-menu&utm_medium=website&utm_campaign=performance&utm_content=get-quote
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=INFY
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=CRBK
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=SAIL
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=UNBK
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=HALC
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=ntpc
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=pfiz
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=volt
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=TISCO
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=utib
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=nalco
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=IDFC
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=ttpw
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=ttch
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=bpcl
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=pfc
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=GRSM
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=ASOK
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=bhel
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=ICBK
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=CIPL
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=MAHM
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=SBI
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=PLNG
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=PNB
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=COIND
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=GLPH
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=kotak
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=GESHIP
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ACC 31-May-13 Buy  1,219   1,778   1,072  -12% Buy 66% 

GAIL 7-Jun-13 Hold  307   410   329  7% Hold 25% 

Hindustan Zinc 14-Jun-13 Buy  110   190   127  16% Buy 49% 

Biocon*** 21-Jun-13 Hold  276   420   372  35% Hold 13% 

Bank of Baroda 28-Jun-13 Hold  575   945   609  6% Hold 55% 

Sun Pharma*** 19-Jul-13 Hold  540   720   573  6% Hold 26% 

Power Grid Corp # 26-Jul-13 Buy  108   156   94  -13% Buy 69% 

Indian Hotels 8-Aug-13 Buy  42   75   50  18% Buy 51% 

HDFC Ltd 8-Aug-13 Buy  745   1,060   807  8% Hold 31% 

Dr. Reddy's*** 23-Aug-13 Hold  2,118   3,030   2,407  14% Hold 26% 

Bharat Forge 30-Aug-13 Hold  240   310   290  21% Hold 7% 

HDFC BANK 6-Sep-13 Buy  612   850   652  7% Hold 30% 

L&T*** 27-Sep-13 Buy  817   1,315   1,002  23% Hold 31% 

Bharti Airtel 29-Nov-13 Buy 327  530  327 0% Buy 62% 

*Calculated by dividing current price by recommended price 
***Change in view or target price 
# Please refer to our note on Coal India and Power Grid top in the writeup for Top 5 stocks to buy. 
^ Please  refer to our October 2013 Perfomance Review 
Please note the price of Bharti Airtel is take as on 29

th
 November 2013 

 
 

StockSelect positions closed during November 2013  

Company Reco. Date View 
Price on the 

Reco date 
(Rs) 

Closing  
price (Rs) 

% Gain 
/ Loss** 

Closing 
date 

Crompton Greaves 22-Feb-13 Hold 97 125 28.9% 29-Nov-13 
**Calculated by dividing closing price by recommended price 

 
 
## Please note: Subscribers must note that stocks with the highest expected returns may not necessarily be 
fundamentally the safest ones to invest your money. These stocks also need to be evaluated on various 
qualitative parameters like management quality, competitive advantage and stability in earnings and profit 
margins. We strongly recommend subscribers to go through our latest updates on all stocks before making any 
investment decisions.  
 
 

  

http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=ACC
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=GAIL
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=HZNC
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=BICN
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=BOB
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=SUNP
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=PGRID
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=IHCL
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=HDFC
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=REDY
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=BFRG
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=HDBK
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=LART
http://www.equitymaster.com/hfyr.asp?symbol=CRGR
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The Top 5 Stocks To Buy Now 

As you are aware, the list of top stocks allows investors to choose a handful of Best buys from amongst our buy 
recommendation. The 'must have' criteria for stocks to be eligible in the list of best buys are a high rating on the 
ERM

TM
. The additional level of filter will be their return potential over a period of three years.  

But as you understand, the list will not be static but will evolve over time.  

Of the top 5 stocks recommended for buying, the prices of HDFC Bank and Larsen & Toubro Ltd have gone up 
quite a bit. At current valuations, we recommend investors to hold on to these stocks. The upside potential in 
ACC, IDFC Ltd and Mahindra and Mahindra allows investors to buy these stocks even at current prices. 

This month we are including Coal India Ltd and Power Grid Corporation in the list of top 5  stocks to buy 
as these stock filter through our criteria of valuations as well as ERM

TM
 score. However, it would not be 

out of place to remind investors that both these PSUs are expected to have follow on offerings with a 
month’s time (exact dates not yet announced) and investors could wait to buy the stocks then. 

As you can see in the Performance review, there are several other stocks on which we have recommended buy 
due to attractive valuations. However, none make it to the list of top 5 as their ERM

TM
 score does not meet the 

stringent criteria for featuring in the list. Even in the case of Bharti Airtel, despite being an attractive and promising 
investment, the ERM

TM
 score does not allow us to put the stock in the list of top 5.   

We have 5 stocks this month in the list of top stocks to buy. As we had told you earlier, while we will aim to have 5 
stocks in this list every month, there could be exceptions once in a while.  

Please do pay attention to our latest views on the stocks mentioned in this list every month. It will help 
you decide where to invest your surplus funds. Having said that, irrespective of the number of stocks you buy, 
you must ensure that No single stock comprises more than 5% of your overall portfolio.  

 
 
Here is our top 5 list of stocks 

 Coal India Ltd 
 

 Power Grid Corp 
 

 ACC Ltd 
 

 IDFC Ltd 
 

 Mahindra and Mahindra  

 

 

 

  

http://www.equitymaster.com/qv/qdetail.asp?story=5&date=03/15/2013
http://www.equitymaster.com/qv/qdetail.asp?date=7/26/2013&story=15
http://www.equitymaster.com/qv/qdetail.asp?date=5/31/2013&story=10
http://www.equitymaster.com/qv/qdetail.asp?date=6/1/2012&story=9
http://www.equitymaster.com/qv/qdetail.asp?date=11/15/2012&story=7
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Where StockSelect Fits In... 

We recommend that investors should decide their exposure to 
equities, which is only one part of the overall investment portfolio, 
after they have kept aside some cash. While we are no experts in 
wealth management, we believe keeping aside some safe cash is 
absolutely necessary. Not only will this cash take care of your 
liquidity needs, but it will also come handy during market declines. 
Particularly when there will be opportunities to pick up fundamentally 
strong stocks at cheap valuations. For some of you this cash 
component could be 6 months of usual monthly expenditure, for 
others 36 months. You need to decide what amount works for you, 
and then set it aside. Maybe in a FD, or in a pure liquid fund. Or 
maybe just cash at home! 

 
Having decided what portion of your overall portfolio will be in equities, it is time to decide the allocation of stocks 
within your equity portfolio. 

As your experience will tell you, stock markets tend to be very volatile. And putting too much money in a single 
stock or sector can be very risky. That is why we advise our subscribers to have a well-diversified equity portfolio 
comprising the appropriate proportion of small cap, mid cap and large cap/ blue-chip stocks. Based on their 
relative riskiness, we have created an asset allocation pyramid that can help you in deciding how much money 
you should invest in a stock. However, it must be noted that the allocation levels could differ from person to 
person depending on the risk appetite.  

In our view, mid cap stocks represent moderate risk profile. Compared to small cap stocks, they are more resilient 
to adverse market conditions. Moreover, they usually tend to have better liquidity as compared to small caps. 
However, they are not as safe as large blue-chip stocks. We believe that mid cap stocks should comprise not 
more than 30% of your total equity portfolio. This means that a single mid cap stock should not form 
more than 4-5% of your portfolio. As such, even if your investment in a particular stock turns out to be a 
disappointment, it will not derail your overall portfolio. 

 

What does 'Closed Position' mean? 

MidcapSelect recommendations are meant to meet the target prices within a time frame of three years. So when 
the stock meets target price or completes the time frame we ‘close the recommendation’.  However, since we 
keep reviewing our assumptions and estimates for stock even in the interim, the view or target price on the stock 
may warrant a change. This could be a revision upwards or downwards. In such cases, if the previous 
recommendation on the stock is no longer valid we close that recommendation. So we essentially close 
recommendations either by giving a Sell view or putting out a changed view. 

 

How to read the returns calculations? 

For positions that are not closed returns are calculated from date of recommendation till date.  

For closed positions, there can be two types of calculations.  

 Assuming we initially gave a Buy on a stock with no subsequent recommendations on the same stock. In 
that case the calculation is fairly simple. The returns shown in this case is simply the change in stock 
price from the date of recommendation till the date on which the position was closed. 

 
  

http://www.equitymaster.com/outlook/asset-allocation/strategic-asset-allocation.asp?utm_source=mcs-pdf&utm_medium=website&utm_campaign=website&utm_content=editorial
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 Now let us take a case where we initiated with a Buy (1st position) and subsequently came with another 
recommendation (2nd position) on the same stock. Let us assume that the subsequent recommendation 
was also a buy.  
 
In such cases, the return calculation depends on whether the 1st position is closed or not. If the first 
position is closed before we reiterate buy then the return on the first position will be calculated as shown 
previously.  
 
However, if 1st position was not closed before we reiterated buy, then the return calculation is from the 
earlier buy recommendation till the date on which the position was closed. Basically where we have 
reiterated view on a stock we try to show cumulative returns. The same logic applies with Hold 
recommendations as well.  

Now let us look at Sell recommendations. There can be two situations here.  

 If there is no recommendation subsequent to the Sell recommendation we show maximum drop in stock 
price from date of sell recommendation till date.  

 If the Sell recommendation is followed up by another recommendation, we show maximum drop in stock 
price between the two recommendation dates.  

Basically we have tried to cover all hypothetical instances in this note that may help you better understand the 
return calculations and closed positions of our recommendations. If you have any query pertaining to it please do 
write in to us for further clarifications.  
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